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This research presents a novel, state-of-the-art methodology for solving a multi-criteria supplier selec- 

tion problem considering risk and sustainability. It combines multi-objective optimization with the an- 

alytic network process to take into account sustainability requirements of a supplier portfolio configu- 

ration. To integrate ‘risk’ into the supplier selection problem, we develop a multi-objective optimization 

model based on the investment portfolio theory introduced by Markowitz. The proposed model is a non- 

standard portfolio selection problem with four objectives: (1) minimizing the purchasing costs, (2) se- 

lecting the supplier portfolio with the highest logistics service, (3) minimizing the supply risk, and (4) 

ordering as much as possible from those suppliers with outstanding sustainability performance. The op- 

timization model, which has three linear and one quadratic objective function, is solved by an algorithm 

that analytically computes a set of efficient solutions and provides graphical decision support through a 

visualization of the complete and exactly-computed Pareto front (a posteriori approach). The possibility of 

computing all Pareto-optimal supplier portfolios is beneficial for decision makers as they can compare all 

optimal solutions at once, identify the trade-offs between the criteria, and study how the different objec- 

tives of supplier portfolio configuration may be balanced to finally choose the composition that satisfies 

the purchasing company’s strategy best. The approach has been applied to a real-world supplier portfolio 

configuration case to demonstrate its applicability and to analyze how the consideration of sustainability 

requirements may affect the traditional supplier selection and purchasing goals in a real-life setting. 
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. Introduction 

High procurement costs induce manufacturing firms to select

heir suppliers carefully ( Krause, Handfield, & Scannell, 1998 ), par-

icularly because firms tend to have fewer suppliers with whom

hey have long-term relationships ( Ho, Xu, & Dey, 2010 ). Supplier

election becomes even more complex when following the trends

f integrating research and development aspects and the firm’s

orporate strategy into the supplier selection process ( Luo, Kwong,

ang, Deng, & Gong, 2011; Parthiban, Zubar, & Katakar, 2013; Wet-

stein, Hartmann, Benton, & Hohenstein, 2016 ). Besides the com-

on challenges of increased customer requirements, the global-

zation of procurement markets, the demands and opportunities

f e-procurement, shortened product life cycles, and the expan-

ion of just-in-time environments, purchasing firms are confronted

ith increasing market and legal pressures related to sustain-
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bility ( Bai & Sarkis, 2010; Gualandris, Klassen, Vachon, & Kalch-

chmidt, 2015; Linton, Klassen, & Jayaraman, 2007; Micheli, 2008;

arthiban et al., 2013; Spina, Caniato, Luzzini & Ronchi, 2013;

racey & Leng Tan, 2001; Trent & Monczka, 2003 ). These challenges

ake sustainability even more important in the supplier selection

rocess ( Amindoust, Ahmed, Saghafinia, & Bahreininejad, 2012;

üyüközkan & Çifçi, 2011; Govindan, Khodaverdi, & Jafarian, 2013;

rause, Vachon, & Klassen, 2009; Wetzstein et al., 2016 ). Yet, sus-

ainability does not necessarily need to be a burden, but offers sev-

ral opportunities for purchasing companies. Selecting sustainable

uppliers might, for instance, strengthen the competitiveness of

he purchasing firm ( Humphreys, Wong, & Chan, 2003; Koufteros,

ickery, & Dröge, 2012 ), increase its corporate reputation ( Bai &

arkis, 2010; Gopalakrishnan, Yusuf, Musa, Abubakar, & Ambursa,

012 ), or encourage inter-organizational learning ( Baskaran, Nachi-

ppan, & Rahman, 2012 ). Consequently, sustainability considera-

ions should be part of solving the multi-criteria supplier selection

roblem. While the traditional selection approaches focus mainly

n the suppliers’ characteristics of ‘quality,’ ‘price,’ and ‘delivery’

cf. Ho et al., 2010; Kannan & Tan, 2002; Verma & Pullman, 1998 ),

ecent research also takes sustainability aspects into consideration
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( Bai & Sarkis, 2010; Dai & Blackhurst, 2012; Govindan et al., 2013;

Neumüller, Lasch, & Kellner, 2016 ). Thereby, the goal is to balance

the economic, environmental, and social impacts of business pro-

cesses. 

Numerous approaches have been developed to study and to

solve the multi-criteria supplier selection problem, including the

analytic hierarchy process (AHP), data envelopment analysis, neu-

ral networks, and mathematical programming ( Ho et al., 2010 ).

As we view the supplier selection problem from a portfolio con-

figuration perspective aimed at balancing the traditional goals of

supplier selection, i.e., through cost and supply risk minimization

and service maximization (cf. Aydın Keskin, İlhan, & Özkan, 2010;

Krause et al., 2009 ), and sustainability objectives, multi-objective

optimization is a particularly suitable approach. Recent contri-

butions ( Hosseininasab & Ahmadi, 2015; Talluri, Narasimhan, &

Chung, 2010 ) show that the mathematical framework of the invest-

ment portfolio theory introduced by Markowitz (1952, 1959 ) may

support supplier selection and development decisions effectively—

especially when the factor ‘risk’ needs to be taken into account.

Thus, supplier portfolios that reduce the long-term risk of failure

may be assembled. While Markowitz’s portfolio model is recog-

nized as a suitable framework for studying the supplier selection

problem considering risk and sustainability, the visualization of the

entire Pareto front is problematic as there are more than two ob-

jectives, with one of them being represented by a quadratic func-

tion ( Utz, Wimmer, Hirschberger, & Steuer, 2014 ). Consequently,

decision makers are unable to gain an overview of all trade-offs,

which is necessary for balancing cost, service, risk, and sustainabil-

ity aspects. 

In this setting, the contribution of our study is threefold: ( 1 )

it presents a novel multi-criteria decision support approach for

studying the supplier selection problem that considers risk and

sustainability. The approach combines multi-objective program-

ming, the Markowitz portfolio theory, and the analytic network

process (ANP). This combination of methods allows processing the

different aspects of a supplier portfolio configuration with sup-

ply risk and sustainability considerations. Multi-objective program-

ming translates the multi-criteria supplier selection problem into a

mathematical optimization model with several objective functions

and constraints that assure, for instance, that the capacities of the

single suppliers are not exceeded, that the total demand of the

purchasing company is satisfied, and that a certain minimum level

of the logistics service is guaranteed. The mathematical framework

of the Markowitz (1952, 1959 ) portfolio theory allows integrating

the aspect ‘risk’ into the multi-objective optimization model and

assembling supplier portfolios that reduce the long-term risk of

failure. Finally, the use of the ANP meets the requirements of a

supplier portfolio configuration that takes sustainability into con-

sideration. This is due to the fact that ANP allows, for instance,

processing quantitative and qualitative sustainability performance

measures and the interactions between the criteria. While prior

research shows that multi-objective programming, the Markowitz

portfolio theory, and the ANP are effective methods for supporting

supplier selection decisions, these three methods have not been

combined so far. In particular, no attempt has been made to com-

pute and visualize the Pareto front that results from the multi-

objective decision making problem. However, as we show in this

paper, the visualization and the analysis of the Pareto front pro-

vide a better understanding of the decision problem and support

more informed decision making as the decision makers gain the

full picture of all possible optimal solutions. Thus, they are able to

compare and to balance the different trade-offs and goals of the

supplier selection problem. Therefore, we ( 2 ) extend the existing

supplier selection approaches that are based on Markowitz’ port-

folio model and analyze the supplier portfolio optimization prob-

lem that considers risk and sustainability based on the visualiza-
ion of the complete and non-approximated, i.e., exactly-computed,

areto front. The computation of the Pareto front is challenging as

 quadratic objective function is part of the multi-objective op-

imization model and there are more than two objectives. Thus,

e present an exact algorithm that solves this specific problem.

o balance supplier selection objectives, such as cost, quality, risk,

nd sustainability, we apply the solution procedure developed by

irschberger, Steuer, Utz, Wimmer, and Qi (2013) . ( 3 ) Finally, we

rovide new insights on the effects of considering sustainability in

he supplier selection process. To be more precise, we study how

ustainability affects the Pareto front and how sustainability goals

ay be balanced with traditional supplier selection and purchas-

ng goals, i.e., low cost, adequate quality/availability, and low risk

 Kraljic, 1983; Krause et al., 2009 ). 

The proposed approach has been applied to the supplier selec-

ion problem of a known premium automotive OEM from Germany.

s the brand’s reputation is of highest importance for the OEM,

t is very careful when selecting its suppliers. Previously, suppli-

rs were evaluated on a regular basis with scorecards. Based on

his information, the OEM then decided which supplier to select.

hile the company’s current approach for supplier evaluation and

election results in feasible and generally good decisions, it does

ot allow for a combined analysis that optimizes quality, cost, risk,

nd sustainability aspects simultaneously. Applying the methodol-

gy proposed in this article allows the selection of an optimal sup-

lier portfolio based on the visualization of the complete Pareto

ront, i.e., all possible trade-offs are shown graphically, and the

EM’s own strategy/preferences/priorities (cf. Kraljic, 1983; Krause

t al., 2009; Krause, Pagell, & Curkovic, 2001 ), for example, regard-

ng risk aversion. 

The paper is organized as followed: Section 2 provides a lit-

rature review on supplier selection, paying particular attention

o portfolio models and the integration of sustainability. Section

 describes the methodology, with a focus on the optimization

odel, the calculation of the sustainability performance scores for

he suppliers, and the procedure used to compute the Pareto front.

ection 4 illustrates the numerical example. Section 5 presents a

iscussion on the proposed decision support methodology and on

he case study results. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the main find-

ngs and contributions, and provides potential topics for further re-

earch. 

. Multi-objective supplier selection 

This section is divided into three parts. Section 2.1 analyzes

eneral supplier selection approaches and identifies the ‘a posteri-

ri’ concept as particularly suitable for solving the multi-objective

upplier selection problem. Section 2.2 focuses on portfolio models,

hich are suitable for integrating risk into the supplier selection,

nd shows how this research can extend the existing approaches.

inally, Section 2.3 presents current research on the requirements

or integrating sustainability into the supplier selection process. 

.1. Supplier evaluation and selection 

Researchers have studied supplier evaluation and selection

roblems extensively. Boer, Labro, and Morlacchi (2001), Degraeve,

abro, and Roodhooft (20 0 0), Ho et al. (2010) , and Weber, Cur-

ent, and Benton (1991) present thorough literature reviews on

his topic. They show that contemporary supply chain management

valuates the performance of potential suppliers against a wide

ange of often-conflicting quantitative and qualitative criteria. Ac-

ording to Ho et al. (2010) , the most popular criteria are quality,

ollowed by delivery, price/cost, manufacturing capability, service,

anagement, technology, research and development, finance, flex-

bility, reputation, relationship, risk, and safety and environment. 
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Over the years, various approaches have been proposed for

olving the supplier selection problem, including data envelop-

ent analysis, mathematical programming, analytic hierarchy pro-

ess, analytic network process, fuzzy set theory, case-based reason-

ng, neural networks, or any of their combinations ( Ho et al., 2010;

osseininasab & Ahmadi, 2015 ). Feng (2012) , for instance, presents

 decision method for multi-sourcing supplier selection in service

utsourcing. The author combines an extended version of the tech-

ique for order preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOP-

IS) with a bi-objective 0-1 linear programming model and calcu-

ates Pareto-optimal solutions for supplier portfolios. Additionally,

in, Liu, and Pedrycz (2017a) extend the traditional LINMAP (linear

rogramming technique for multi-dimensional analysis of prefer-

nces) method ( Srinivasan & Shocker, 1973 ) to solve multi-attribute

roup decision making problems, in their case, the supplier selec-

ion problem, in an interval type-2 fuzzy environment. 

Ho et al. (2010) analyze 78 journal articles appearing in the pe-

iod from 20 0 0 to 20 08 that solve the supplier evaluation and se-

ection problem using multi-criteria decision-making approaches.

hey find that integrated AHP-goal programming is the most popu-

ar approach and deem it to be ‘beneficial’ for the problem at hand.

hey explain this finding by combining the techniques’ individual

dvantages, which allows the processing of quantitative and qual-

tative criteria, the use of judgement consistency checks, and the

onsideration of resource limitations (e.g., budget of buyer or ca-

acities of suppliers). The solution approach presented in this pa-

er is also based on an integrated approach. It combines the ANP

ith multi-objective programming. The ANP is a generalized form

f the AHP that overcomes some of the latter’s limitations, namely

he sole consideration of one way hierarchical relationships among

actors and the failure to consider interactions among the factors

 Dou & Sarkis, 2010 ). Goal programming is a specific method for

olving multi-objective optimization problems that is based on a

riori articulation of preferences for the criteria in terms of crite-

ia weights. Generally, the methods for solving multi-objective op-

imization problems may be classified according to the moment in

ime when the decision maker expresses a preference for the dif-

erent objectives. There are methods with a priori articulation of

references, methods with a posteriori articulation of preferences,

nteractive methods, methods with no articulation of preferences,

r variations of all of these ( Hwang & Masud, 1979; Marler & Arora,

004; Mavrotas, 2009 ). 

We suggest investigating the multi-objective supplier selection

roblem using an a posteriori approach. This means that, first of

ll, all Pareto-optimal solutions, i.e., all non-dominated supplier

ortfolios, are computed and visualized graphically. Then, a partic-

lar portfolio is selected in accordance with the purchasing com-

any’s supply strategy (cf. Kraljic, 1983; Krause et al., 2001; Krause

t al., 2009 ). Based on the visualization of the complete set of

areto-optimal solutions, the a posteriori approach allows forgoing

n ex ante articulation of preferences for the objectives, identifying

he trade-offs between the criteria, and studying how the different

spects of supplier portfolio configuration may be balanced. 

.2. Portfolio models for considering risk in supplier selection 

Hosseininasab and Ahmadi (2015), Lee and Chien (2014) and

alluri et al. (2010) show that applying the concepts of the in-

estment portfolio theory, which was introduced by Markowitz

1952, 1959) and received significant attention in the finance

iterature, may effectively be transferred to the supplier selection

nd development context. Thereby, supplier portfolios that reduce

he long-term risk of failure, i.e., the portfolio’s instability in sup-

ly performance, may be assembled, which promotes long-term

elationships. We adopt such a perspective. 
Amorim, Curcio, Almada-Lobo, Barbosa-Póvoa, and Grossmann 

2016) and Federgruen and Yang (2008) , amongst others, introduce

tochastic measures for supply risk into the supplier evaluation cri-

eria and select a robust supply portfolio. Such approaches, how-

ver, mainly focus on selecting a supply portfolio that guarantees

atisfying the buyer’s needs in times of fluctuating demand or de-

ivery but do not consider the possibility that the selected suppli-

rs remain the best choice compared to other unselected suppliers.

t this point, it should be noted that similar to the research pre-

ented by Talluri et al. (2010) , our focus is not on the development

f a new measure of risk (cf. Jia & Dyer, 1996; Szegö, 2005 ), but

e aim, rather, to study the supplier portfolio configuration prob-

em considering risk and sustainability by applying the concepts of

he investment portfolio theory. 

We extend the existing supplier selection approaches based on

he Markowitz model (cf. Hosseininasab & Ahmadi, 2015; Lee &

hien, 2014; Talluri et al., 2010 ) as we analyze the supplier portfo-

io optimization problem under risk conditions based on the vi-

ualization of the complete and non-approximated, i.e., exactly-

omputed, Pareto front. From a mathematical point of view, the

xact calculation of the complete Pareto front is challenging as the

ortfolio model presented below has four objective functions, one

f which is quadratic. Thus, in principle, an uncountable number of

uadratic programming models need to be solved in order to gen-

rate the Pareto front when using the standard approaches, namely

he weighted method and the ε-constraint method ( Mavrotas,

009 ). We show how to overcome this problem by introducing a

ovel methodology for integrating risk into the supplier portfolio

ptimization process, independent of the sustainability aspects of

upplier selection. 

.3. Integrating sustainability into supplier selection 

During the last decade, sustainability considerations have at-

racted increasing attention in the supplier evaluation and selec-

ion process, both in practice and in research. Some examples of

ompanies that are actively rating the sustainability performance

f their suppliers are Adidas, Apple, and Walmart (see the websites

f these firms; cf. Klassen & Vereecke, 2012 ). Moreover, researchers

eveloped different approaches that support the supplier evalua-

ion and selection process. Some of these approaches are based on

he combination of the AHP with quality function deployment or

ulti-objective linear programming ( Dai & Blackhurst, 2012; Shaw,

hankar, Yadav, & Thakur, 2013 ). Another way of tackling the sup-

lier evaluation and selection problem considering sustainability is

he use of the ANP ( Büyüközkan & Çifçi, 2011; Dou & Sarkis, 2010 ).

ome researchers suggest applying fuzzy logic, fuzzy numbers,

uzzy inference systems, and/or fuzzy TOPSIS to handle the sub-

ectivity of decision makers’ assessments for sustainability criteria

nd performance ( Amindoust et al., 2012; Govindan et al., 2013;

ztürk & Özçelik, 2014 ). Liu, Liu, and Qin (2018) propose a com-

ined approach in order to handle uncertain information in the

ustainable supplier selection process: the integrated ANP-VIKOR

ethodology with interval type-2 fuzzy sets. Govindan and Sivaku-

ar (2016) and Hamdan and Cheaitou (2017) focus on the environ-

ental dimension of sustainability. They provide decision support

ethodologies for the green supplier selection problem based on

ulti-objective optimization. Qin, Liu, and Pedrycz (2017b) , also fo-

using on green supplier selection, extend the TODIM (an acronym

n Portuguese of interactive and multi-criteria decision making; cf.

omes & Lima, 1992 ) technique to solve multi-criteria group deci-

ion making problems in the context of interval type-2 fuzzy sets.

hadimi, Ghassemi Toosi, and Heavey (2018) propose a multi-agent

ystems approach for sustainable supplier selection. Finally, Bai and

arkis (2010) and Baskaran et al. (2012) suggest the grey approach
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to handle the subjectivity of the criteria or the grey system and

rough set theory. 

Neumüller et al. (2016) critically review the existing ap-

proaches for supplier selection under sustainability considerations

based on a literature review on the foundations of corporate

sustainability and strategic supplier selection. They identify eight

requirements that should be met by a comprehensive decision

support methodology for sustainable strategic supplier portfolio

configuration. These are the consideration of ( 1 ) three-dimension

sustainability, ( 2 ) quantitative and qualitative criteria, ( 3 ) interre-

lationships between the sustainability criteria, ( 4 ) group decision

making, ( 5 ) the time horizon, ( 6 ) the strategic orientation of the

company, ( 7 ) dual sourcing, and ( 8 ) portfolio configuration. Fur-

thermore, Neumüller et al. (2016) develop a combined ANP-goal

programming model that meets all eight requirements. 

Our research is based on these eight requirements; however,

unlike Neumüller et al. (2016) , we suggest the use of an a pos-

teriori approach for solving the multi-objective decision problem

as the trade-offs between sustainability and the classical cost-

performance goals may be better represented through the visual-

ization of the Pareto front. In addition, uncertainty/risk in the per-

formance of the potential suppliers is taken into account, unlike in

the model proposed by Neumüller et al. (2016) . 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Framework: overview of the multi-criteria decision support 

approach 

In this section, we present a novel decision support framework

for studying and solving the supplier selection problem. In sum-

mary, we approach the supplier selection problem from a multi-

objective portfolio optimization perspective. The selected suppli-

ers and the proportions of the purchasing company’s total demand

that are ordered from these sources are conceptualized as ‘supplier

portfolio.’ The goal is to identify the portfolio that is better than

any other according to a set of objectives (criteria) and with re-

spect to the preferences of a certain decision maker. 

The proposed approach combines the Markowitz portfolio the-

ory ( Section 3.2 ), the ANP ( Section 3.3 ), and multi-objective pro-

gramming ( Section 3.4 ). Multi-objective programming translates

the multi-criteria supplier selection problem into a mathematical

optimization model. The different constrains make sure that the

capacities of the single suppliers and the budget of the purchas-

ing company are not exceeded, that the purchasing company’s total

demand is satisfied, and that a predefined minimum level of the

logistics service is guaranteed. The fact that our proposed multi-

objective programming model is based on the mathematical frame-

work of the Markowitz portfolio theory allows integrating the as-

pect ‘risk’ into the optimization model and assembling supplier

portfolios that reduce the long-term risk of failure. One objective

of the optimization model is the maximization of the share of or-

ders that is sourced from those suppliers that are outstanding with

regard to sustainability. In this paper, we propose the use of the

ANP to calculate indicators for the sustainability performances of

the single suppliers. Besides that, the a posteriori decision making

approach is a fundamental aspect of this research because we sug-

gest to analyze the supplier portfolio optimization problem based

on the visualization of the complete and exactly-computed Pareto

front. Thus, the presentation of an algorithm that exactly computes

the Pareto front is part of our methodology. 

3.2. Multi-objective supplier portfolio optimization model 

In the proposed supplier portfolio optimization model, there are

four objectives: to minimize the purchasing costs, to select the
upplier portfolio with the highest logistics service, to select the

ortfolio that minimizes the supply risk, and to order as much

s possible from those suppliers with an outstanding sustainabil-

ty performance. 

Indices 

i, j 1 , . . . , N Suppliers 

t 1 , . . . , T Time periods 

Decision variables 

x = ( x 1 , . . . , x N ) ∈ [ 0 , 1 ] N Vector of the proportions of the to-

tal demand ordered from the single

suppliers 

Parameters 

c = ( c 1 , . . . , c N ) ∈ R 

N Vector of the per unit selling price

of the single suppliers 

l = ( l 1 , . . . , l N ) ∈ [ 0 , 1 ] N Vector of indicators of the logistics

performances of the single suppliers

Q = ( σi j ) i, j=1 , ... ,N ∈ R 

N×N Covariance of the logistics perfor-

mance in suppliers i and j 

s = ( s 1 , . . . , s N ) ∈ [ 0 , 1 ] N Vector of the sustainability perfor-

mance (sustainability score) of the

single suppliers 

G = ( C 1 , . . . , C N ) ∈ [ 0 , 1 ] N Vector of the capacities of the single

suppliers 

B ∈ R Budget (maximum average variable

purchasing cost) 

L ∈ [ 0 , 1 ] Minimum logistics service offered

by the supplier portfolio 

Objectives 

osts min 

∑
i 

c i ∗x i (1)

ogistics service max 
∑

i 

l i ∗x i = 

∑
i 

(∑ 

t t ∗l it ∑
t t 

)
∗x i (2)

upply risk min 

∑
i j 

σi j ∗x i ∗x j (3)

ustainability max 
∑

i 

s i ∗x i (4)

Constraints 

emand satisfaction 

∑
i 

x i = 1 (5)

upplier capacity 0 ≤ x i ≤ C i ∀ i (6)

udget 
∑

i 

c i ∗ x i ≤ B (7)

verall service 
∑

i 

l i ∗ x i ≥ L (8)

Objective function ( 1 ) minimizes the purchasing costs. Objec-

ive function ( 2 ) selects the supplier portfolio that maximizes the

ean/expected logistics service. The logistics service l i offered by

 supplier i is expressed as the percentage share of the deliveries

hat meets five of the ‘six R’s of logistics,’ i.e., ‘the Right product, in

he Right quantity, in the Right condition/quality, at the Right time,

t the Right place.’ The sixth ‘R’ (‘for the Right costs’) is repre-

ented by Eq. (1) . As we do not assume the logistics service of the

uppliers to be constant throughout time, the logistics performance

 i is calculated as the weighted average over the last T periods to

ut more emphasis on the most recent performance scores. Ob-

ective function ( 3 ) minimizes the supply risk. Supply risk occurs

hen there is uncertainty concerning the logistics service, i.e., the
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hare of the deliveries meeting the ‘five R’s of logistics’ may vary

ore or less strongly throughout time, depending on the suppli-

rs. In accordance with Markowitz’s portfolio theory, uncertainty

s measured with the variance of the logistics service l. The supply

isk of the supplier portfolio as a whole is minimized by minimiz-

ng the covariance of the logistics service between the suppliers

see below). Finally, objective function ( 4 ) maximizes the propor-

ion of orders placed with those suppliers that are achieving a high

ustainable performance. The sustainability performance of the sin-

le suppliers is indicated by the sustainability scores s . These are

etermined by taking into account current research specifying the

equirements for integrating sustainability into supplier portfolio

election. The details are explained in Section 3.3 . 

Constraint ( 5 ) guarantees that the total demand of the purchas-

ng company is satisfied. Constraint ( 6 ) assures that the amount

ourced from the suppliers is not greater than their capacities.

onstraint ( 7 ) is the budget constraint that guarantees that the

urchasing cost does not exceed B . Note that B is the average vari-

ble purchasing cost that can be spent for any given demand. And

onstraint ( 8 ) ensures that the expected overall logistics service is

t minimum L . This means that suppliers with a lower average lo-

istics performance than L may be part of the portfolio; however,

he overall expected logistics service is at minimum L . 

The multi-objective portfolio model resembles the classical risk-

xpected return trade-off that is at the heart of the portfolio theory

athered by Markowitz (1952, 1959) . Removing all equations except

 3 ), ( 4 ), and ( 5 ) results in the standard portfolio selection formula-

ion. The objective functions ( 1 ), ( 2 ), and ( 4 ) are synonymous with

he maximization of the portfolio’s expected return. The objective

unction ( 3 ), which minimizes the supply risk by minimizing the

ovariance �ij σ ij of the logistics service between the suppliers, is

ynonymous with the minimization of the variance of the portfo-

io’s return. This means that, in accordance with Markowitz’s port-

olio theory, supply risk is measured with the variance of the logis-

ics service of the supplier portfolio as a whole. The goal is not to

ake the single suppliers less risky but to minimize (‘to pool’) the

verall supply risk by minimizing the covariance of the logistics

ervice between the suppliers. The covariance, in turn, measures

he ‘interaction’ between two suppliers, i.e., the fact that when a

ertain supplier fails the other one is likely to fail as well. There is

reat interaction when the supply of i breaks down, e.g., due to a

atural disaster, and the supply of j is likely to break down too, e.g.

ue to close geographical proximity. Interactions between suppliers

ay also occur when the suppliers are supplied by the same sub-

upplier(s) or when the suppliers use the same means of transport

o supply the purchasing company. This means that the reasons for

on-/interactions between the suppliers do not need to be known

or applying the model presented above; the interactions only have

o be derived from historical observations. Thus, according to Eq.

3) , the overall supply risk may be minimized by assembling those

uppliers that compensate each other at best, i.e., when one sup-

lier performs poorly, the other(s) perform(s) well, and vice versa.

his is in line with Hosseininasab and Ahmadi (2015) , who find

hat assessing the correlations of the suppliers’ performances is ef-

ective for long-term relationships as it reduces the risk of failure,

.e., the instability in the logistics service of the portfolio. Some

uppliers are similarly affected by certain disruptions and assem-

ling a portfolio of similar suppliers may be crucial for when such

isruptions occur. At this point, it should be noted that, as reported

y Talluri et al. (2010) , Markowitz’s portfolio model is only ap-

licable for the case of elliptic distribution such as normal or t-

istribution with finite variance ( Szegö, 2005 ). As we assume that

he distribution of the logistics service of the suppliers is normal,

he adoption of variance as the measure of risk is appropriate ( Jia

 Dyer, 1996; Szegö, 2005; Talluri et al., 2010 ). 
t  
When comparing our proposed model with research that trans-

erred the investment portfolio framework to the supplier selection

ase, several differences can be identified: Gaonkar and Viswanad-

am (2007) study supplier non-performance in terms of the com-

lete failure of a supplier to deliver components or the inability to

eliver components at the promised price. They present a model

ith two objectives: minimizing the expected cost of operating

he supply chain and, at the same time, minimizing the risk of

ariations in the total supply chain cost. We extend their model

y adding additional criteria. Lee and Chien (2014) present a sup-

lier portfolio model with three objectives: maximizing the perfor-

ance of the selected vendors, diversifying the portfolio risk, and

inimizing the total cost. According to Lee and Chien (2014) , there

re two types of risks in the supplier selection problem: vendor’s

erformance risk (performance variation) and delivery risk (ratio

f on-time deliveries). The researchers suggest minimizing the co-

ariance of the performance in a portfolio to address performance

isk and using stochastic programming to handle uncertain deliv-

ries. To solve the supplier selection problem, a probabilistic and

 robust optimization model are developed. Our approach extends

he one presented by Lee and Chien (2014) because we take sus-

ainability considerations into account. In addition, Lee and Chien

2014) address the trade-offs among the objectives of their model

y means of a single value function, which is based on a normal-

zation of the three objective functions. This is not the case in our

esearch because we suggest studying and solving the supplier se-

ection problem based on an a posteriori approach. This allows

isualizing and analyzing all the trade-offs of the decision prob-

em at hand. This is not possible with the proposal of Lee and

hien (2014) . Hosseininasab and Ahmadi (2015) developed a two-

hase supplier selection procedure. In the first phase, the potential

ources are assigned a comparable value based on a set of criteria.

n the second phase, this value is fed into a multi-objective port-

olio optimization model. The model determines a supplier portfo-

io by maximizing the expected value and the development of the

uppliers, and by minimizing the correlated risk. In comparison to

he proposal of Hosseininasab and Ahmadi (2015) , we do not sug-

est using a composite indicator expressing the ‘global value’ of

 supplier because the traditional purchasing goals of cost, qual-

ty, delivery, and supply risk (cf. Kraljic, 1983; Krause et al., 2009 )

annot be analyzed separately and the trade-offs cannot be stud-

ed. For instance, it is not possible to analyze the consequences for

he costs and the logistics service of choosing a specific portfo-

io. Furthermore, our paper presents an a posteriori approach to

upport decision making, which is not the case in the research of

osseininasab and Ahmadi (2015) . 

To solve the problem statement ( 1 )–( 8 ), we follow Hirschberger

t al. (2013) and transfer our multi-objective model into the equiv-

lent multi-parametric optimization model 

ax 
{
−x ′ Qx + ( −λc c + λl l + λs s ) 

′ 
x 
}
, ( P λ) 

 . t . Dx = d 

Ax ≤ a 

x ≤ G 

x ≥ 0 

ith Q being the covariance matrix of the logistics service, c being

he vector of the per unit selling prices, l being the vector of the

ogistics performances, and s being the vector of the sustainability

cores of each possible supplier. D represents the equality condi-

ions with a right hand side d, A represents the inequality condi-

ions with a right hand side a , and G indicates the vector of the

aximum supplier capacities. In this multi-parametric representa-

ion of the multi-objective optimization model, the preference pa-

ameters λc , λl , and λs display the preferences of a decision maker

mong the four objectives. For instance, a value of λl = 1 indicates

hat the decision maker accepts an increase in service risk by 1% if
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the service level also increases by 1% (ceteris paribus) to gain equal

utility from the respective supplier portfolio. As discussed earlier,

the main advantage of the following approach is the fact that the

three preference parameters have not to be set to certain values a

priori to solve the multi-objective supplier selection model. Yet, we

compute a set of Pareto-optimal decision vectors x as a function of

the three preference parameters λc , λl , and λs . Therefore, we apply

the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions to ( P λ) and obtain the linear

system: 

2 Qx + D 

′ v + A 

′ u 

y − I N u 

x + I N u 

G = −λc c + λl l + λs s 

Dx = d 

Ax + I M 

y = a 

G − x ≥ 0 , x ≥ 0 , u 

y ≥ 0 , u 

x ≥ 0 , u 

C ≥ 0 , y ≥ 0 , 

v unrestricted ,

x ′ u 

x = 0 , y ′ u 

y = 0 , ( G − x ) 
′ u 

G = 0 , (CC)

where I N ∈ R 

N×N is the identity matrix, M is the number of in-

equalities in constraints of the optimization model, and (CC) con-

stitutes the complementarity conditions. For computational rea-

sons, this system of (in)equalities can be reduced (see Eaves, 1971;

Hirschberger et al., 2013 ). In general, the only unknowns in the up-

per systems are the decision vector x and the preference parame-

ters λc , λl , and λs . The way to solve this system is based on the

idea to find combinations of λc , λl , and λs for which the system

has a solution. In particular, there exist combinations of λc , λl , and

λs (so-called stability sets) in the λc − λl − λs -space, which corre-

spond to one certain basis representation solving the problem, i.e.,

a certain subset of suppliers. In order to identify all Pareto-optimal

supplier portfolios, we determine all stability sets and their ver-

tices for the given supplier selection optimization problem. Know-

ing all vertices of one stability set, all possible combinations of ex-

act supplier portfolio weights can be easily calculated by convex

combinations of the weights of the vertices of the respective sta-

bility set. 

3.3. Supplier sustainability performance scores 

We follow the approach of Neumüller et al. (2016) and use the

ANP ( Saaty, 2004 ) to establish a score for each supplier to indicate

its sustainability performance. The sustainability performance s i of

supplier i is the weighted sum of the scores attributed to supplier

i with respect to K sustainability criteria ( sc ), i.e., 

s i = 

∑
k 

(
w k ∑
k w k 

)
∗ s c ik ∀ i (9)

where sc ik indicates supplier i ’s performance with respect to crite-

rion k . It is within a [0,1]-interval, with ‘0’ representing a very poor

performance and ‘1’ representing a very good performance. For all

suppliers i , ( w k / �k w k ) is the relative weight of criterion k , which

is also within a [0,1]-interval. To meet the above-named require-

ments for sustainable supplier portfolio configuration, the ANP is

used to determine the criteria weights w. 

The ANP is a systematic process with well-established calcula-

tions. Detailed information on ANP concepts and methodologies is

presented by Saaty (2001) . The first step of the analytic network

process consists of selecting the decision criteria (the K sustainabil-

ity criteria), grouping the decision criteria into clusters, and cre-

ating the decision network. For a comprehensive consideration of

the manifold sustainability aspects of supplier selection, this step

as well as the subsequent rating of the interrelationships between

the criteria should be carried out in a group decision-making envi-

ronment, with the relevant stakeholders shedding light on the dif-

ferent facets and consequences of supplier selection. The system-

atic and comprehensive lists of supplier evaluation criteria that are
rovided by Dou and Sarkis (2010), Ho et al . (2010) , and Lienland,

aumgartner, and Knubben (2013) may support the identification

f important aspects. 

The decision network for determining the criteria weights w is

hown in Fig. 1 . The boxes represent the ANP clusters. The items

nside the clusters are the ANP nodes. The arrows indicate inter-

ependencies: if a cluster has a line with an arrow pointing to

nother cluster, this means that at least one element inside that

luster influences at least one element inside the other cluster. The

omplete set of interactions can also be found in the ANP super-

atrix. 

The ANP determines the importance of the different sustainabil-

ty criteria with respect to the overall ‘Sustainability Performance,’

hich is inside the ‘Objective’ cluster. Thereby, it is taken into ac-

ount that a good/bad performance in certain aspects influences

he performance in other aspects, at least in the long run. For in-

tance, a supplier’s ‘Reputation’ depends, among other things, on

ts capabilities in ‘Know-how & Innovations’ and its ‘Contribution

o the Economic development’ of the community. Furthermore, a

upplier’s ‘Profitability’ is influenced, among other things, by its ca-

abilities in the fields of ‘Resource consumption,’ ‘Know-how & In-

ovations,’ and ‘Training & development programs’ for its employ-

es. This means that the weight of a criterion will be higher (a)

hen it is contributing relatively more to the overall sustainability

erformance than other criteria and (b) when it is promoting the

erformance of other criteria that are, for their part, contributing

onsiderably to the overall sustainability performance score. The

NP allows all sorts of direct and indirect interactions between the

riteria to be captured, where the direct and indirect impacts are

rocessed both uni- and multi-directionally. 

The dynamic nature of the sustainability supplier selection

roblem is represented by interactions between criteria, for exam-

le, if a supplier is good at ‘Know-how & Innovations,’ this will

romote its performance in other fields. Furthermore, the ‘Time

orizon’ cluster asks whether a short- or a long-term sustainability

erformance is preferable. The ‘Time horizon’ cluster can also be

sed to analyze which criteria particularly determine the sustain-

bility performance in the short and the long run, and whether the

ingle criteria are more important in the short or the long run. 

The clusters ‘Resource consumption’ and ‘Emissions,’ ‘Tangible

apital’ and ‘Intangible capital,’ and ‘Employees & Suppliers’ and

Society & Community’ reflect the triple bottom line approach of

ustainability. They contain the K sustainability criteria for which

he importance coefficients (vector w ) are to be calculated. These

lusters have been established in accordance with the views ex-

ressed by Carter and Rogers (2008), Dou and Sarkis (2010), Dyllick

nd Hockerts (2002) , and Krause et al. (2009) on how to translate

he concepts of sustainability into business processes, i.e., econom-

cally sustainable companies maintain and develop the tangible

apital and the intangible capital. Furthermore, environmental sus-

ainability requires that natural resources are not consumed faster

han they can regenerate and that the emissions produced do not

xceed the absorbance capacity of the environment. The social

erformance is seen in the company’s impacts on its stakeholders.

n addition to employees and other contractual stakeholders,

he interests of the society and communities have to be taken

nto account. 

The second step in the ANP consists of conducting pairwise

omparisons to indicate which one of two nodes inside an ANP

luster is affecting a given node more. The ratings are expressed on

aaty’s 9-point rating scale. The same is done on the cluster level

o indicate which one of two aspects (clusters) is more important

or the elements inside another cluster; one of several questions to

e answered, for example, is whether the progress in a company’s

Tangible capital’ depends on progress in ‘Resource consumption’

r on progress in its ‘Intangible capital.’ 
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Objective (OB)

Sustainability Performance (SP)
Time horizon (TH)

Resource consumption (RC)

Energy (EN)
Raw materials (RM)

Emissions (EM)

Greenhouse gas (GG)
Water pollution (WP)
Waste (WA)

Intangible capital (IC)

Know-how & Innovations (KI)
Reputation (RE)
Geographic proximity (GP)
Flexibility / Response to changes (FL)
After sales support (AS)
Delivery time (DT)

Society & Community (SC)

Contrib. to Cultural development (CD)
Contrib. to Economic development (ED)

Environmental Dimension
Input–Output perspective

Economic Dimension
Capitals perspective

Social Dimension
Stakeholder perspective

Profitability (PR)
Financial position (FP)
Physical assets incl. capacities (PA)

Tangible capital (TC) Employees & Suppliers (ES)

Health & Safety standards (HS)
Ethics & Human rights (EH)
Training & development programs (TD)

Short-term horizon (ST)
Long-term horizon (LT)

Fig. 1. ANP network for calculating the weights of the sustainability criteria. 
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Third, on the basis of all ratings, the local priority vectors

re derived and the unweighted supermatrix, the cluster matrix,

he weighted supermatrix, and the limit matrix are calculated

onsecutively. The latter contains the vector of the global priori-

ies, i.e., the criteria weights w, which takes into account all direct

nd indirect interactions between the ANP nodes. 

Note that the approach used to determine the sustainability

erformance scores of the suppliers is independent from the sup-

lier portfolio model presented in Section 3.2 . Furthermore, from

 technical point of view, it does not interrupt the calculation of

he non-dominated surface, as long as the sustainability scores at-

ributed to the single suppliers do not change as a function of the

vailable and finally-selected suppliers. Therefore, the ANP can be

een as a module that could be replaced by other multi-criteria

rocessing techniques, such as simple scoring models (e.g., the

ost-utility analysis). However, decision-making benefits that arise

ith the use of the ANP, such as the consideration of interactions

etween the criteria or the use of consistency checks, will not be

chieved. The use of techniques that explicitly determine the alter-

atives’ ratings as a function of the available alternatives, such as

OPSIS, is possible, but not recommended. 

.4. Computing the Pareto front 

In Markowitz’s model, a portfolio is referred to as ‘non-

ominated’ or ‘efficient’ if it has the best possible expected level

f return for a given level of risk, which is represented by the vari-

nce of the portfolio’s return. The risk–expected return relation-

hip of efficient portfolios is graphically represented by the effi-
ient frontier, which was first computed by Markowitz (1956) . One

pproach to determine the efficient frontier is to vary the risk tol-

rance and to optimize the expected return of the portfolio. 

While the proposed supplier selection model is based on the

oncepts of portfolio theory, it is a non-standard four-objective

ortfolio selection problem in which the cost–service–risk–

ustainability non-dominated surface needs to be visualized. The

omputation of the Pareto front in multi-objective mathematical

rogramming is a broadly discussed challenge in multi-criteria de-

ision making (see, among others, Ehrgott, Löhne, & Shao, 2012;

ayin, 2003; Steuer, 1986; Steuer, Qi, & Hirschberger, 2005 ). Due

o computational restrictions, an exact determination of the Pareto

ront is difficult to achieve in the majority of the optimization

odels. Until Hirschberger et al. (2013) , who present an a pos-

eriori method for computing the non-dominated set of invest-

ent portfolios in a multi-criteria decision making problem, it had

ot been possible to compute a tri-criterion non-dominated sur-

ace. We transfer the solution procedure from Hirschberger et al.

2013) to solve the four-objective supplier selection problem con-

idering risk and sustainability in which there are three linear and

ne quadratic objective. 

The input parameters to compute the Pareto front are the vec-

or of the per unit selling prices of each supplier c, the vector of

he expected logistics service of each supplier l, the vector of the

ustainability scores of each supplier s , and the covariance matrix

epresenting the supply risk Q as described in Section 3.2 . The

enerality of the algorithm allows linear constraints such as the

upplier capacity, an upper bound for the budget constraint, or a
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lower bound for the least required service level to be added. Pref-

erences between the four objectives are superfluous in this stage. 

Using these input parameters, the algorithm computes a set of

turning portfolios, which enables us to compute the entire Pareto

front. Turning portfolios (see, for example, Niedermayer & Nieder-

mayer, 2010 ) are portfolios that define certain stability sets cor-

responding to a respective area on the Pareto front. Within these

stability sets, the selected supplier base is fixed but the weights

(order shares) may change. Moving from one stability set to an-

other, a change takes place in the selected supplier base, i.e., a

new supplier is added or an existing supplier is excluded from the

portfolios. Linear changes in the order shares within one stabil-

ity set cause linear changes in the three objectives ( 1 ), ( 2 ), and

( 4 ), which are linear functions in the order shares, and a quadratic

change in the supply risk objective ( 3 ) since it is a quadratic func-

tion in the order shares. Thus, it is possible to compute each port-

folio on a stability area of the Pareto front and the values of the

objectives by building a convex combination of the turning port-

folios that limit the respective stability set. This also allows two-

and three-dimensional representations of the Pareto front to be

drawn exactly. For instance, it is possible to draw three dimen-

sions, the quadratic objective, and two linear objectives. A linear

change in the supplier order shares then causes a linear change

in two dimensions and a quadratic change in the third dimension.

This shape defines a paraboloid in three dimensions. Thus, the en-

tire Pareto front can be composed of a set of parabolic platelets

( Hirschberger et al., 2013 ). 

4. Numerical example 

This section describes the application of the approach presented

above to a real-world supplier portfolio configuration case. The

goal is to demonstrate the applicability of the methodology and to

investigate the trade-offs between cost, service, risk, and sustain-

ability for the example case. Thereby, it is shown how the consid-

eration of sustainability affects the achievement of the traditional

goals, i.e., cost and risk minimization, and service maximization.

Note that the results presented in the remainder of this section

are based on a single case. 

4.1. Data 

The approach presented is applied to the supplier selection for

embedded navigation systems at a worldwide leading premium

automotive OEM from Germany. The OEM provided the authors

with general data and supplier specific data. The general data is

based on the OEM’s requirements and includes information on de-

mand, budget, and the overall required logistics service L . The over-

all maximum normalized average cost per unit ( B ) is 110 USD,

which means that the OEM is not paying more than 110 USD per

piece on average across all selected suppliers. The overall mini-

mum logistics service L is 85%. The OEM has not established a spe-

cific product quality indicator as the suppliers are asked to only

deliver high-quality products. Suppliers with product quality de-

viations are delisted in the medium term and are therefore not

included in further supplier selections. The deviations from 100%

in l i are primarily associated with tardy deliveries, where a tardy

delivery is defined as a delivery that does not arrive on the day

specified in the delivery notice. 

The supplier-specific data covers the suppliers’ maximum pro-

duction capacities C , the per unit selling prices c , the suppliers’

logistics service levels l during the last 36 months, and the rat-

ings on the suppliers performance with respect to the sustainabil-

ity criteria shown in the ANP network in Fig. 1 . To ensure a high

logistics service standard, the OEM provided supplier data for eight

preselected suppliers that had previously met the OEM’s minimum
roduct quality and logistics service requirements. These suppliers

re located both in high-cost (Western Europe) and low-cost re-

ions (Asia). Suppliers from high-cost regions typically have higher

er unit selling prices of up to 15% compared to the suppliers from

he low-cost regions. In return, the low-cost region suppliers are

ften confronted with uncertain lead times, particularly due to sea

ransportation. 

.2. Calculating sustainability scores 

Supplier sustainability scores are calculated using the ANP net-

ork shown in Fig. 1 . The network (clusters, nodes, interactions)

as validated by a logistics manager from the focal company. The

airwise comparisons on the node and on the cluster levels were

onducted together with the logistics manager. The AHP/ANP con-

istency ratios are used to check the consistency of the evalua-

ions. In total, 57 ratings were made on the cluster level and 112

atings on the node level. Then, the principal eigenvectors of the

omparison matrices were calculated. The results are summarized

n Table 1 (unweighted supermatrix containing the local priorities)

nd Table 2 (cluster matrix). 

The local priorities in Table 1 indicate the importance of the

ingle sustainability criteria with respect to a certain node of

he ANP network. For the long-term horizon (‘LT;’ Column 3 in

able 1 ), for instance, the value for the local priority of 0.67 for

rofitability (‘PR;’ Row 4 in Table 1 ) indicates that the decision

aker assigns profitability a greater importance in the long run

ompared to the financial position (‘FP;’ value of 0.11 in Row 5)

nd physical assets (‘PA;’ value of 0.22 in Row 6). In the short run

Column 2 in Table 1 ), however, the importance of the financial

osition increases. The cluster matrix ( Table 2 ) shows that accord-

ng to the decision makers’ ratings concerning the importance for

he intangible capital (‘IC;’ Column 4 in Table 2 ), it is important

hat a supplier is outstanding with respect to its (combined short-

nd long-term) sustainability performance (‘TH;’ value of 0.35 in

ow 2), as well as in the domains of the tangible capital (‘TC;’

alue of 0.19 in Row 3), the intangible capital (‘IC;’ value of 0.18 in

ow 4), and employees & suppliers (‘ES;’ value of 0.12 in Row 7). 

Next, the weighted supermatrix is calculated by multiplying

ll the elements in a component of the unweighted supermatrix

 Table 1 ) by the corresponding cluster weight. To obtain the over-

ll priorities of the sustainability criteria (vector w), taking into ac-

ount all direct and indirect interdependencies, the weighted su-

ermatrix is raised to powers. The columns of the resulting limit

atrix contain the weights of the sustainability criteria. All calcu-

ations have been carried out using the software SuperDecisions.

able 3 shows the vector w that is derived from the ANP (Column

). Column 7 (Relative weight) contains the normalized importance

f the single sustainability criteria and Column 4 shows the aggre-

ated values for the relative importance of the six sustainability

spects. Finally, the ratings of the three sustainability dimensions

re given in Column 2. Note that the values in Columns 2 and 4

re included for illustrating purposes while we use the values in

olumn 6 for the calculation of the supplier sustainability scores. 

After the relative weights of the sustainability criteria have

een determined, the performance of the eight suppliers are rated

ith respect to the single sustainability criteria on a 5-point scale:

Very good’ 100%; ‘Good’ 75%; ‘Fair’ 50%; ‘Poor’ 25%; ‘Very poor’

%. In order to evaluate the sustainability performance of the eight

uppliers, we prepared a questionnaire and asked the logistics

anager to rate the suppliers using the 5-point scale. Table A.1 in

he Appendix presents the results. The sustainability scores result

rom summing up the performance scores of the suppliers with

espect to the single sustainability criteria multiplied with the re-

pective criteria weights. Table 4 summarizes the characteristics of

he eight suppliers. The logistics performance is the weighted av-
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Table 1 

Unweighted supermatrix of the criteria. 

SP ST LT PR FP PA KI RE GP FL AS DT EN RM GG WP WA HS EH TD CD ED 

SP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

ST 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.86 0.11 0.13 0.14 0.75 0.83 0.89 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.17 0.25 0.50 0.50 0.17 0.13 0.10 0.20 

LT 0.75 0.00 0.00 0.80 0.14 0.89 0.88 0.86 0.25 0.17 0.11 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.83 0.75 0.50 0.50 0.83 0.88 0.90 0.80 

PR 0.00 0.27 0.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

FP 0.00 0.66 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

PA 0.00 0.07 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

KI 0.00 0.07 0.38 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.86 0.00 0.83 

RE 0.00 0.03 0.12 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.17 

GP 0.00 0.09 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.80 0.50 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

FL 0.00 0.35 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

AS 0.00 0.12 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

DT 0.00 0.33 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

EN 0.00 0.50 0.50 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

RM 0.00 0.50 0.50 0.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

GG 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.33 

WP 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.33 

WA 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.33 

HS 0.00 0.71 0.43 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.64 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.14 

EH 0.00 0.14 0.43 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.26 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.80 0.00 

TD 0.00 0.14 0.14 0.75 0.00 0.00 0.80 0.10 0.00 0.89 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.86 

CD 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

ED 0.00 0.67 0.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Table 2 

Cluster matrix. 

OB TH TC IC RC EM ES SC 

OB 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

TH 1.00 0.00 0.53 0.35 0.56 0.60 0.50 0.50 

TC 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

IC 0.00 0.17 0.29 0.18 0.32 0.20 0.25 0.17 

RC 0.00 0.17 0.09 0.04 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 

EM 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.17 

ES 0.00 0.17 0.09 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 

SC 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.07 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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rage over the last 36 months (cf. Eq. (2) ). C i is the share of the

otal demand that can be sourced from the single suppliers. These

haracteristics, in combination with the covariance matrix of the

ogistics service, are used to calculate the Pareto front. 
Table 3 

Weights w of the sustainability criteria. 

Dimension Aspect (Cluster) 

Economic dimension 35% Tangible capital 13% 

Intangible capital 22% 

Environmental dimension 31% Resource consumption 14% 

Emissions 17% 

Social dimension 34% Employees & Suppliers 19% 

Society & Community 15% 
.3. Visualization of the Pareto front 

In the standard bi-criterion portfolio problem of Markowitz

1952 , 1956) , the Pareto front is a line in two dimensions.

he Pareto front in a tri-criterion optimization problem (see

irschberger et al., 2013; Utz et al., 2014; Utz, Wimmer, & Steuer,

015 ) can be displayed in three dimensions. The illustration of four

imensions in one graph, as required for the supplier optimization

odel presented above, is, however, problematic. It would be pos-

ible to use three dimensions for three objectives and color for the

ourth objective, but it would take a certain amount of time and

ffort to work with four dimensions in one figure. Therefore, in

he following, the level of sustainability is fixed to certain values

nd the projections of Pareto fronts are shown for the objectives

upply risk, average purchasing costs, and overall logistics service. 

Fig. 2 shows the Pareto front for a decision situation in which

ustainability is unimportant, i.e., we set the minimum required

ustainability threshold of the supplier portfolio to 0. The supply

isk, i.e., the variance in the logistics service of a given portfolio,
Criterion (Node) w Relative weight 

Profitability (PR) 0.038093 7% 

Financial position (FP) 0.021938 4% 

Physical assets incl. capacities (PA) 0.012046 2% 

Know-how & Innovations (KI) 0.055282 10% 

Reputation (RE) 0.011341 2% 

Geographic proximity (GP) 0.020852 4% 

Flexibility / Response to changes (FL) 0.019589 3% 

After sales support (AS) 0.004576 1% 

Delivery time (DT) 0.017287 3% 

Energy (EN) 0.041443 7% 

Raw materials (RM) 0.039197 7% 

Greenhouse gas (GG) 0.033525 6% 

Water pollution (WP) 0.033525 6% 

Waste (WA) 0.033525 6% 

Health & Safety standards (HS) 0.041676 7% 

Ethics & Human rights (EH) 0.032057 6% 

Training & development programs (TD) 0.034283 6% 

Contrib. to Cultural development (CD) 0.037682 6% 

Contrib. to Economic development (ED) 0.052665 9% 
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Table 4 

Supplier characteristics. 

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 

Selling price c i 115 100 108 107 113 110 109 101 

Logistics l i 0.992 0.753 0.859 0.878 0.979 0.906 0.858 0.799 

Sustainability s i 0.798 0.311 0.640 0.508 0.546 0.626 0.680 0.505 

Capacity C i 1.0 0.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.6 1.0 1.0 

Covariance S1 2.3E-04 −3.2E-05 5.8E-05 1.6E-04 3.0E-04 −1.3E-04 −3.3E-04 2.3E-04 

Covariance S2 −3.2E-05 1.4E-02 −2.3E-03 −4.2E-04 −4.3E-04 −5.1E-05 7.3E-04 −2.4E-04 

Covariance S3 5.8E-05 −2.3E-03 3.6E-03 3.0E-05 2.3E-04 7.2E-04 −1.1E-04 −6.4E-04 

Covariance S4 1.6E-04 −4.2E-04 3.0E-05 5.4E-03 6.2E-04 −1.9E-03 1.5E-03 −2.2E-03 

Covariance S5 3.0E-04 −4.3E-04 2.3E-04 6.2E-04 2.2E-03 −1.6E-03 −2.7E-04 1.4E-03 

Covariance S6 −1.3E-04 −5.1E-05 7.2E-04 −1.9E-03 −1.6E-03 9.5E-03 −1.9E-03 −1.8E-03 

Covariance S7 −3.3E-04 7.3E-04 −1.1E-04 1.5E-03 −2.7E-04 −1.9E-03 7.1E-03 −3.1E-04 

Covariance S8 2.3E-04 −2.4E-04 −6.4E-04 −2.2E-03 1.4E-03 −1.8E-03 −3.1E-04 1.4E-02 

Fig. 2. Three-dimensional Pareto front for supplier portfolios. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Effects of high sustainability requirements on the Pareto front. 
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is reported on the x -axis, the average per unit purchasing cost on

the y -axis, and the overall expected logistics service is displayed

on the z -axis and in color. The Pareto-efficient portfolios range in

costs from 104 to 110 USD, in the logistics service from 0.85 to

0.935, and in supply risk from 0.0 0 031 to 0.0 0791. As there is a

maximum cost restriction of 110 USD, a line limits the area in the

cost dimension. Furthermore, due to the overall logistics service

constraint, there is no supplier portfolio with an overall logistics

service below 0.85. The graph shows the entire Pareto front. The

latter is drawn using the turning portfolios (cf. Section 3.4 ), which

define small areas on the entire Pareto front. The composition of

all these small areas results in the entire front. 

Each point on the area displayed represents one candidate for

a Pareto-efficient combination of objectives matching one certain

portfolio. Each portfolio is optimal for a corresponding set of pref-

erences between the four objectives. To draw a final decision about

the supplier portfolio, decision makers can choose the specific can-

didate from the entire set that fits best to their preferences. 

When the logistics manager from the case company was

confronted with the Pareto front, it took a moment for him to

understand the idea of the representation. It then took another

moment for him to make his decision. Finally, he selected a portfo-

lio with the following objective function values: supply risk 0.002,

cost 107, and logistics 0.9. According to the manager, he intuitively

focused first on the supply risk dimension, which is the criterion

that is present in most of the purchasing situations in which he

is involved, and it is an extremely important aspect. Thus, his

eyes moved first to the region of the Pareto front with a low

level of supply risk. Next, he focused on the cost dimension and

selected a region between the extremes 104 and 110. Finally, for

the pre-selected risk-cost combination, the manager selected the

maximum achievable logistics service. 
.4. Insights into the effects of sustainability considerations on 

ptimal supplier portfolios 

.4.1. Effects of high sustainability requirements on the Pareto front 

Since the three-dimensional graph is hard to interpret, the

wo-dimensional projection of Fig. 2 (with no sustainability re-

uirements) is provided in Fig. 3 a. Applying higher sustainability

equirements—the sustainability of a portfolio has to be at least

.60—reduces the area that covers the set of non-dominated port-

olios (see Fig. 3 b). The value of 0.60 has been chosen because this

alue reflects, in the numerical example, relatively high sustain-

bility requirements (the minimum sustainability achievable by a

upplier portfolio is 0.412, and the maximum sustainability achiev-

ble is 0.699). When applying higher sustainability requirements,
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Table 5 

Summary statistics for the objectives of the turning portfolios on the Pareto front with no sustainability requirements (Panel A), high sustainability 

turning portfolios (Panel B), and the difference (Panel C). 

Supply risk (Variance) Cost Logistics service Sustainability 

Panel A: Portfolio without sustainable requirements 

Average 0.00229 −1.07312 0.88614 0.55479 

Standard deviation 0.00187 0.02227 0.03016 0.04644 

Minimum 0.0 0 031 −1.10 0 0 0 0.850 0 0 0.50175 

Maximum 0.00626 −1.04500 0.92983 0.65707 

Panel B: High sustainability portfolio 

Average 0.00229 −1.07814 0.88612 0.60225 

Standard deviation 0.00187 0.01744 0.03021 0.00947 

Minimum 0.0 0 031 −1.10 0 0 0 0.850 0 0 0.60 0 0 0 

Maximum 0.00626 −1.060 0 0 0.930 0 0 0.65707 

Panel C: Difference of high sustainability portfolio minus no sustainability portfolio 

Average −8.4225E-08 −0.00414 −3.6858E-06 0.04747 

Standard deviation 1.7116E-07 0.00459 4.1590E-05 0.04303 

Minimum −8.8100E-07 −0.01275 −0.0 0 047 0.0 0 0 0 0 

Maximum 4.9900E-18 −6.0200E-09 2.2200E-16 0.09825 

Change 0.0037% 0.3857% 0.0 0 04% 8.556% 

t -stat 10.0136 12.4146 

p -value < 1e-17 < 1e-24 
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he minimum per unit purchasing costs increase to 106 USD, the

aximum supply risk decreases to 0.00626, and the maximum ex-

ected overall logistics service decreases to 0.93. This results in a

maller area of candidates for optimality. In order to illustrate this

ffect, the same scale is applied for Fig. 3 a and 3 b. 

To gain a picture of the characteristics of the portfolios on both

areto fronts ( Fig. 3 ), the characteristics of the turning portfolios

re analyzed. Table 5 summarizes the descriptive statistics of the

our objectives for the turning portfolios of the Pareto front for no

ustainability requirements (Panel A) and for the high sustainabil-

ty turning portfolios (Panel B). Panel A presents the average val-

es, the standard deviation, the minimum, and the maximum of

he supply risk (measured by variance), of the costs, of the logistics

ervice, and of the sustainability of 129 turning portfolios with no

ustainability requirements. Panel B shows the same statistics for

he 129 non-dominated portfolios with similar logistics and sup-

ly risk, and an overall sustainability performance of 0.60. Panel

 reports on descriptive and test statistics of the differences in

he objectives (high sustainability portfolios minus portfolios with

o sustainability requirements). Moreover, the average change in

he objectives switching from portfolios with no sustainability re-

uirements to high sustainability portfolios is shown. The last two

ows in Table 5 present the Student’s t test statistics and the corre-

ponding p-values. The results indicate that an on average 8.556%

ncrease in supplier sustainability is associated with an on average

.3857% increase in cost keeping supply risk and the logistics per-

ormance at a fixed level. Both increases are statistically significant

t any arbitrary significance level. 

.4.2. Effects of high sustainability requirements on the supplier order

hares 

Table 6 shows summary statistics for the supplier characteris-

ics and the order shares of the Pareto-efficient turning portfolios

ithout sustainability requirements and for the turning portfolios

ith high sustainability requirements. Panel A presents the fre-

uency for each supplier of being included in the efficient portfo-

io, as well as the average order shares, the standard deviation, the

inimum, and the maximum order shares of the portfolios with-

ut sustainability requirements. Panel B shows the same statistics

or the turning portfolios with high sustainability requirements. 
Panel A shows that Suppliers 5 and 8 are in every portfolio

nd have high average order shares. For the high sustainability

ortfolios (Panel B), Supplier 1 enjoys greater attention. Suppli-

rs 1 and 8 are contained in every portfolio, and on average, these

wo suppliers cover 54.95% of the supplier portfolios. The last row

n Table 6 presents the difference in the relative frequencies of

hether a supplier is contained in a turning portfolio or not. The

ifferences show that Suppliers 1, 3, and 7 experience a signifi-

ant increase in the frequency of being in a turning portfolio when

ustainability plays a prominent role in the decision process. In

ontrast, Supplier 5 loses about 60% turning portfolio membership

ainly due to a weak sustainability. 

.4.3. Effects of high sustainability requirements on the number of 

uppliers 

Since the number of suppliers may play a prominent role for

he supplier portfolio decision, this section addresses this topic

ith respect to the Pareto-efficient portfolios. Table 7 presents ev-

dence of the relation between supply risk, number of suppliers

n portfolios, and sustainability. Therefore, the turning portfolios

ave been clustered on each Pareto front (with respect to an in-

rease in sustainability) into supply risk quartiles, and then ANOVA

ests have been applied. The benchmark Pareto front has a portfo-

io sustainability of 0.45. The portfolio sustainability is increased

tep-wise by 5% of the initial sustainability, i.e., to 0.4725, 0.4950,

nd so forth ( Table 7 ). Columns 5 and 6 contain F-statistics and

-values for ANOVA testing of whether the number of suppliers in

ifferent supply risk quantiles is equal on each Pareto front. 

The results clearly show a negative significant relation between

he number of suppliers in a portfolio and the risk of this port-

olio (see variation within each row). This finding indicates that

ncreasing the number of suppliers may be an effective measure

or reducing the supply risk. On the other hand, other objectives,

uch as cost minimization or logistics performance maximization,

ypically prescribe the placing of orders with only a few suppliers,

amely with those who are outstanding in the respective domains

cf. Section 4.4.4 .). This is why, amongst other reasons, many firms

o not aim to maximize the number of supplier relationships. For

he relationship between sustainability and the number of suppli-

rs, the results suggest quite a constant number of suppliers for

ncreasing sustainability requirements. 
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Table 6 

Summary statistics for the order shares of the non-dominated turning portfolios. 

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 

Costs 115 100 108 107 113 110 109 101 

Logistics service 0.99 0.75 0.86 0.88 0.98 0.91 0.86 0.8 

Sustainability 0.8 0.31 0.64 0.51 0.55 0.63 0.68 0.5 

Panel A: Portfolio without sustainable requirements 

Frequency [%] of being 

included in the eff. portfolio 

23.5 64.7 29.4 88.2 100 60 9.4 100 

Average 0.0599 0.0594 0.0649 0.2331 0.22514 0.0855 0.0108 0.2352 

Std Dev 0.1324 0.0577 0.0981 0.1322 0.2313 0.0659 0.0233 0.1689 

Min 0 0 0 0 0.0166 0 0 0.0772 

Max 0.4240 0.1490 0.2640 0.4610 0.7500 0.1740 0.0651 0.7220 

Panel B: High sustainability portfolio 

Frequency [%] of being 

included in the eff. portfolio 

100 37.2 48.1 71.3 39.5 62.8 30.2 100 

Average 0.2406 0.0300 0.1206 0.1264 0.0764 0.0593 0.0378 0.3089 

Std Dev 0.0794 0.0402 0.1315 0.1076 0.1319 0.0550 0.0638 0.1788 

Min 0.0664 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0772 

Max 0.4240 0.1130 0.3870 0.3290 0.4480 0.1350 0.2470 0.6670 

Difference in the frequency [%] 

of being included in the eff. 

portfolio 

76.5 −27.5 18.7 −16.9 −60.5 2.8 20.8 0 

Table 7 

Relation of supply risk and the number of suppliers in a portfolio on different 

Pareto fronts. 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 F-Statistics p-values 

Benchmark 6.7059 4.9412 3.2143 3.1429 67.179 7.31E-19 

5% 6.6667 5.6471 3.3889 3.1429 68.3 8.89E-20 

10% 6.6471 5.6471 3.2941 3.0769 66.611 4.42E-19 

15% 6.5882 5.6842 4.4286 3.2759 49.458 1.02E-20 

20% 6.875 6.2424 4.3333 3.5 91.874 1.75E-29 

25% 6.7727 5.8667 4.4615 3.4762 70.843 1.85E-22 

30% 6.6071 5.375 4.6129 3.5152 54.147 1.43E-20 

35% 7.0417 5.2222 4.2258 3.2917 111.59 3.29E-29 

40% 6.9583 5 3.9048 3.1364 103.01 7.03E-27 

45% 7.1176 4.96 4 2.9474 95.457 2.36E-26 

50% 7 5.5 3.913 2.5714 89.993 1.39E-20 
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4.4.4. Effects of high sustainability requirements on 

specific/benchmark portfolios 

While the average values over all turning portfolios, as pre-

sented above, may indicate an overall conclusion for the Pareto

front, decision makers could be interested in certain portfolios. In

finance literature, for instance, the minimum variance portfolio and

the maximum return portfolio are two portfolios of major impor-

tance. When transferring them into the supplier selection setup,

consideration is given to the minimum supply risk portfolio, the

minimum cost portfolio, and the maximum logistics service port-

folio. Decision makers may ask about the influence of an increase

in sustainability on these three portfolios. Therefore, they are com-

puted for the same levels of sustainability as in Table 7 . Table 8

presents the results. The first set of 11 rows contains the results

for the minimum supply risk portfolio, the second set of 11 rows

contains the results for the minimum cost portfolio, and the last

set of 11 rows contains the results for the maximum logistics ser-

vice portfolio. Supply risk is measured as the square root of the

variance of supply quality. 

The results show that the constraint for costs is binding in the

example case since the portfolios experience constant values in the

objective cost for the minimum supply risk portfolio and the max-

imum logistics service portfolio. In addition, the logistics service is

constant for the majority of the cases in the minimum supply risk

portfolio and the minimum cost portfolio. 
The minimum supply risk portfolio has, coincidently, a very

igh portfolio sustainability and therefore does not change before

he sustainability requirement reaches 0.675. Then, however, the

upply risk increases by 12.5% ( = (0.0198 – 0.0176)/0.0176) and the

ogistics service decreases by 0.4%. The number of suppliers de-

reases by one supplier. 

An increase in sustainability influences the minimum cost port-

olio, especially through an increase in costs. A plus of 50% in

ustainability (compared to the 0.45 sustainability requirement)

auses a 4.3% increase in cost. The increase in cost (and sustain-

bility) is also associated with a tiny increase in logistics perfor-

ance and a small decrease in supply risk. The number of suppli-

rs is almost stable at two or three suppliers. 

Finally, the impact of an increase in the level of sustainability

n the objective values of the maximum logistics service portfolio

s a 1.2% decrease in logistics for a 50% increase of sustainability.

upply risk, however, also decreases and the number of suppliers

n the portfolios ranges from two to three again. 

Summarizing, the results indicate that an increase in sustain-

bility to a certain level (in this case 45%) appears to have no neg-

tive consequences for supply risk for either the minimum sup-

ly risk portfolio or the minimum cost and the maximum logistics

ervice portfolio. However, the results indicate a trade-off between

ustainability and cost for the minimum cost portfolio. 

. Discussion 

.1. Methodology: Benefits, drawbacks, challenges, and limitations 

This section discusses the approach in general and two of its

ore elements, namely the representation of supply risk in the op-

imization model and the calculation of the supplier sustainability

erformance scores. 

.1.1. A posteriori decision making in the supplier selection and order 

llocation process 

The novelty of the presented approach is, partly, based on the

oncept of an a posteriori selection of a supplier portfolio from the

fficient frontier. The possibility of drawing the entire Pareto front

xactly is a key feature for decision makers because they can make

ecisions with the knowledge of all other Pareto-efficient portfo-

ios. 
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Table 8 

Objective values and number of suppliers of three certain portfolios (minimum supply risk portfolio, minimum 

cost portfolio, and maximum logistics service portfolio) for different levels of sustainability. 

Supply risk Cost Logistics service Nb. of suppliers 

Minimum supply risk portfolio 

Benchmark 0.0176 110 0.9101 8 

5% 0.0176 110 0.9101 8 

10% 0.0176 110 0.9101 8 

15% 0.0176 110 0.9101 8 

20% 0.0176 110 0.9101 8 

25% 0.0176 110 0.9101 8 

30% 0.0176 110 0.9101 8 

35% 0.0176 110 0.9101 8 

40% 0.0176 110 0.9101 8 

45% 0.0176 110 0.9101 8 

50% 0.0198 110 0.9065 7 

Minimum cost portfolio 

Benchmark 0.0890 104.33 0.85 2 

5% 0.0890 104.33 0.85 2 

10% 0.0890 104.33 0.85 2 

15% 0.0888 104.35 0.85 3 

20% 0.0881 104.47 0.85 3 

25% 0.0875 104.6 0.85 3 

30% 0.0814 104.94 0.85 3 

35% 0.0652 105.88 0.85 3 

40% 0.0622 106.83 0.85 3 

45% 0.0729 107.78 0.8508 2 

50% 0.0817 108.78 0.8583 2 

Maximum logistics portfolio 

Benchmark 0.0510 110 0.9350 2 

5% 0.0510 110 0.9350 2 

10% 0.0510 110 0.9350 2 

15% 0.0510 110 0.9350 2 

20% 0.0508 110 0.9348 3 

25% 0.0486 110 0.9329 3 

30% 0.0468 110 0.9311 3 

35% 0.0454 110 0.9292 3 

40% 0.0445 110 0.9273 3 

45% 0.0440 110 0.9255 3 

50% 0.0439 110 0.9236 3 
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The numerical example proves that this decision making ap-

roach offers several benefits in the supplier selection and order

llocation process: ( 1 ) The purchasing manager gets the full pic-

ure of all optimal supplier portfolios and an immediate overview

f all reasonable trade-offs between the relevant criteria. There is

o need for an a priori articulation of preferences because decision

akers can relate all possible solutions to each other, compare

hem at once, and then choose the composition among all optimal

ossibilities that satisfies their needs to the highest extent. For

nstance, a decision maker may pick a certain Pareto-efficient

ortfolio with a certain combination of the objectives from the

areto front. It is then easily possible to relate this particular

ombination to other Pareto-efficient combinations of costs, lo-

istics performance, supply risk, and sustainability, i.e., a decision

aker is made aware of other candidates for optimal solutions,

or instance, by a small modification in the expected level of

ustainability and the corresponding changes in the other three

bjectives. ( 2 ) The visualization of the Pareto front allows for a

etter understanding of the decision problem as all dependencies

etween the objectives are displayed in a single graph. According

o the logistics manager, this might also facilitate the communica-

ion between the parties involved in the supplier selection process

internal and external managers and business units). ( 3 ) The anal-

ses in Section 4.4 show that the Pareto front may also be used as

n object of analysis to study sensitivities of supplier portfolios and

o gain deeper insights into the trade-offs between the traditional

urchasing goals and sustainability. 

It should be noted that the a posteriori decision making ap-

roach implicates one great challenge, namely, the selection of a

pecific point on the Pareto front. In fact, such a choice may con-
titute a complex task and a cognitive challenge for decision mak-

rs, which is a comprehensible reason for why a priori approaches

re applied in other decision problems. The fact that it took a mo-

ent for the logistics manager to understand the idea of the Pareto

ront and another moment to then make a decision indicates that

t requires a certain amount of practice to make a decision, espe-

ially when the Pareto front reflects the trade-offs between several

bjectives. 

A limitation of the method’s applicability may be seen in the

act that the approach assumes a rich knowledge of suppliers’ per-

ormance, including their past logistics performance and the ability

o evaluate the performance of the suppliers with respect to sev-

ral sustainability criteria, at least roughly. However, the presented

ethodology can also be applied when the amount of information

s limited. If, for instance, there is no historical data available, the

equired information for the objectives has to be acquired from

ther sources, such as opinions of experts and analysts. In sum-

ary, the more information is available, the more reliable the de-

ision support will be. 

.1.2. Representation of supply risk in the optimization model 

A peculiarity of the proposed approach is the representation

f supply risk in the optimization model. In accordance with

arkowitz’s portfolio theory, supply risk is measured with the

ariance of the logistics service of the supplier portfolio as a whole.

he goal is to minimize the overall supply risk by minimizing the

ovariance of the logistics service between the suppliers. 

In that respect, the proposed approach may be designated as a

ecision support methodology for situations with a mid- to long-

erm planning horizon because the method does not mitigate the
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risk of short-term supply disruptions, i.e., the risk that a supplier

will fail ‘tomorrow.’ Instead, it assembles those suppliers that com-

pensate each other with respect to variations in their logistics per-

formance in the mid- to long-term. One possibility to mitigate the

risk of short-term supply disruptions would be to implement a

dual sourcing strategy. This would mean selecting one of the many

portfolios on the Pareto front with at least two suppliers. Note that

the mid-/long-term perspective in assembling supplier portfolios

is also incorporated in the representation of the other objectives

of the optimization model: the average, expected logistics service

shall be maximized across the whole supplier portfolio in the long

and not in the short run. Furthermore, the ANP takes interrelation-

ships between the criteria into account to reflect the fact that a

good/bad performance in one domain of sustainability may, in the

mid to long run, affect a supplier’s performance in another domain

of sustainability. 

According to the results presented above, a lower level of sup-

ply risk may be achieved when the number of suppliers included

in a portfolio is increased. This finding is a typical consequence

when adopting Markowitz’s theory to measure risk. To implement

a multi-sourcing strategy, however, it is important that the goods

sourced from the suppliers are identical, substitutable, or quite

similar. This is often the case for so-called B- and C-goods (from

ABC analysis). These goods, especially the C-goods, are typically not

complex from a technical point of view, and they can be sourced

from many suppliers (e.g., screws). In contrast, A-goods are often

very complex. They can typically only be delivered by a few, spe-

cialized suppliers. Concerning the navigation systems in the nu-

merical example, the logistics manager interviewed classifies these

products as ‘B-goods,’ because they are indeed technically complex.

However, they are not so functionally-complex that they can only

be sourced from one or two suppliers. 

Summing up, the proposed approach for supplier selection is

particularly suitable ( 1 ) for decision problems with a mid- to long-

term planning horizon, ( 2 ) when there is a good knowledge of the

suppliers’ performance, and ( 3 ) when the goods/service sourced

from the suppliers are identical or quite similar. 

5.1.3. Calculation of the supplier sustainability performance scores 

In the proposed approach, the ANP is used to calculate the

supplier sustainability scores. Two main arguments justify the

choice of this method: ( 1 ) Existing literature ( Chen, Lee, & Wu,

20 08; Demirtas and Üstün, 20 08; Dou & Sarkis, 2010; Sarkis &

Talluri, 2002 ) indicates that the ANP is particularly suitable for the

configuration of supplier portfolios when interactions between the

criteria have to be taken into account. This fits perfectly into the

decision problem addressed in this research, i.e., a dynamic deci-

sion situation with a mid- to long-term planning horizon, because

in the mid- to long-term, the sustainability criteria are influencing

each other ( Dyllick & Hockerts, 2002; Neumüller et al., 2016 ).

For instance, a supplier with a good performance in the field of

‘Know-how & Innovations’ is likely to build up a good performance

in the field of ‘Reputation,’ at least in the mid- to long-term, and

employees may benefit from a good performance in the domain

of ‘Know-how & Innovations’ through training programs. ( 2 ) Fur-

thermore, the ANP is generally a suitable method in the context of

decision-making with sustainability considerations ( Dou & Sarkis,

2010; Neumüller et al., 2016; Neumüller, Kellner, Gupta, & Lasch,

2014 ). This is the case for supplier portfolio configuration under

sustainability considerations ( Dou & Sarkis, 2010; Neumüller et al.,

2016 ) because the economic, environmental, and social dimensions

of sustainability are interrelated ( Dyllick & Hockerts, 2002; Munda,

2005; Porter & Van der Linde, 1995 ). Tan, Ahmed, and Sundaram

(2009) , for example, show that lower job satisfaction leads to

lower motivation and productivity among employees. Furthermore,

the reduction of environmental impacts often requires investments
hat lead to a decrease in the financial capital ( Byrne, Heavey,

yan, & Liston, 2010 ). Therefore, the decision support method

hould allow the capturing of the interdependencies between the

ustainability criteria ( Dou & Sarkis, 2010; Neumüller et al., 2016 ).

eneric benefits of using the ANP, independent of the supplier

election context, stem from the method’s inherent principles

hat support rational decision making, including problem struc-

uring through decision networks, judgements based on pairwise

omparisons and relative scales, and consistency checks for the

atings ( Saaty, 1990 ). Calculating the supplier sustainability scores

y means of the ANP allows the consideration of the following

equirements to be met: ( 1 ) three-dimension sustainability, ( 2 )

uantitative and qualitative criteria, ( 3 ) interrelationships between

he sustainability criteria, ( 4 ) group decision making, and ( 5 ) the

ime horizon. For the aspect ‘quantitative and qualitative criteria,’

he ANP is used to calculate the weights w for the sustainability

riteria. The performance of the suppliers with respect to the

ingle criteria sc , which can be quantitative (e.g., profitability,

elivery time) or qualitative (e.g., reputation, ethics and human

ights), is expressed with ordinal criterion scores, as suggested by

unda (2005) . This allows the processing of both quantitative and

ualitative sustainability criteria and their aggregation to a sus-

ainability index. The consideration of ( 6 ) the strategic orientation

f the company, ( 7 ) dual sourcing, and ( 8 ) portfolio configura-

ion is supported through the selection of a certain point on

he non-dominated surface in the decision space. 

Munda (2005) determined a set of desirable properties for

hoosing a multi-criteria methodology for decision problems with

ustainability considerations. Based on these characteristics, apply-

ng the ANP, as presented in this paper, may be viewed as a suit-

ble approach for the following reasons: ( 1 ) Both qualitative and

uantitative information on the sustainability criteria are processed

n the form of ordinal criterion scores. ( 2 ) The use of weights with

rdinal criterion scores implies a non-compensatory aggregation

f the sustainability criteria. This means that the weights can be

nterpreted as importance coefficients and not as trade-offs. This,

n turn, is important because in decision problems with a strong

ocus on sustainability, the different aspects of sustainability are

eemed critical and not readily substitutable, i.e., a complete com-

ensability between the criteria is not desirable (cf. Munda, 2005 ).

 3 ) The method is simple as it uses only a few ad hoc parameters.

 4 ) The approach allows for a complete ranking of the alternatives.

 5 ) Dominated alternatives are also considered. Furthermore, ear-

ier research ( Dou & Sarkis, 2010; Neumüller et al., 2016 ) shows

hat the ANP is a useful method for calculating supplier sustain-

bility scores. 

Even if the ANP is generally a suitable method for calculating

he sustainability scores for the suppliers, some aspects need to be

iscussed. Firstly, a problem may be seen in the fact that the ANP

s a ‘subjective’ method, i.e., its outcome depends on the subjec-

ive judgments of the decision maker. This might affect the shape

f the efficient frontier. In fact, the ANP depends on subjective

udgments. The subjectivity starts with the problem structuring

rocess and the selection of the evaluation criteria. However, in

he sustainability decision making problem, this subjectivity is

navoidable, independent of the selected method ( Munda, 2005 ).

oncerning the ANP, there are many features integrated in the

ethod that prevent arbitrary decision making, e.g., problem

tructuring through decision networks, judgements based on pair-

ise comparisons and relative scales, and consistency checks for

he ratings. Thus, even if the application of the ANP may result in

ifferent weighting vectors for the sustainability criteria depending

n the decision maker, the differences are expected to be minor

n most cases. In addition, the ANP is ‘only’ used to calculate

ndicators for the sustainability performance of the suppliers. Once

hese indicators have been calculated, there is no need for any
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urther judgement of the decision makers until they finally select

 point on the efficient frontier. Alternatively, it would be possible

o use other indicators for the sustainability performance of the

uppliers, e.g., CO 2 emissions. On the other hand, prior research

 Dou & Sarkis, 2010; Neumüller et al., 2014; Neumüller et al., 2016 )

hows that the ANP is a useful technique for integrating sustain-

bility aspects into operations decisions, such as facility location or

upplier selection. Finally, we discuss the application of Saaty’s 9-

oint rating scale for conducting the pairwise comparisons on the

riteria. Harker and Vargas (1987) and Saaty (2005) point out that

he 9-point scale is not appropriate for all sorts of applications.

or instance, the ability to make accurate comparisons of widely

isparate objects is limited when using the 1–9 scale. Furthermore,

rguments have been raised that the 1–9 scale causes inconsis-

encies in judgment to occur because of having to remain in this

nterval. However, as there is no a priori reason for choosing a

cale other than the one suggested by Saaty (2005) , i.e., the one

or the ‘general applications,’ we follow the recommendations of

arker and Vargas (1987) and Saaty (2005) and adopt this scale. 

In order to check whether the application of the ANP gener-

tes robust outcomes in the decision problem, we apply a sen-

itivity analysis. The goal is to see whether the vector w, which

epresents the weights of the sustainability criteria, reacts sensi-

ively to varying judgements of the decision maker or not. The

mplementation of this analysis follows the approaches presented

y Dou and Sarkis (2010), May, Shang, Tjader, and Vargas (2013) ,

nd Neumüller et al. (2014) , and is based on three scenarios. The

mpact of alternative judgements is studied by modifying the lo-

al priorities of the sustainability criteria in the unweighted su-

ermatrix ( Table 1 ) and in the cluster matrix ( Table 2 ). From the

nweighted supermatrix, which is composed of 176 local priority

ectors, 15 vectors are randomly selected while for the cluster ma-

rix, which is composed of 8 local priority vectors, 3 of them are

andomly selected. From the selected vectors, an arbitrary num-

er of the local priorities are increased by 50% and the other pri-

rities are adapted accordingly to ensure that each local priority

ector sums up to 1. Then, the perturbed columns are introduced

nto the unweighted supermatrix and the cluster matrix, respec-

ively, and the final priorities are computed ( Dou & Sarkis, 2010;

ay et al., 2013; Neumüller et al., 2014 ). The results are presented

n Table A.2 in the Appendix. They indicate that in the case stud-

ed, the ANP generates relatively stable priorities. Obviously, there

ill be greater changes in the percentage values when the modi-

cations of the judgements are sufficiently important. Yet, as long

s the ratings are within a reasonable range, the priorities remain

stable. 

Finally, it should be noted that the ANP has two peculiarities

n our context: ( 1 ) The network presented in Fig. 1 does not

nclude the alternatives (suppliers), which means that the vector

is established independent of the available suppliers’ charac-

eristics. This approach is convenient and promotes transparency

s once w has been determined, it remains constant and may be

pplied to rate any supplier i . Furthermore, the vector w is a pure,

lternative-independent expression of the expectations and goals

f the purchasing company (strategic orientation), i.e., it reflects,

n terms of the portfolio theory, the desired ‘rate of return.’

oreover, determining w independently from the alternatives

uarantees a constant sustainability performance score for each

upplier, independent of which suppliers are available and which

re finally selected. This is a necessary technical precondition for

stablishing the non-dominated surface. ( 2 ) The ANP is used for

he calculation of the weights of the sustainability criteria but not

or the determination of the suppliers’ overall sustainability scores.

he reason for this is the fact that the ANP calculates relative

riorities that depend on the available alternatives ( Saaty, 2005 ).
f the ANP were to be used for the determination of the overall

ustainability scores, i.e., if the suppliers were to be included in

he ANP network, the sustainability scores would vary depending

n which suppliers are compared. This is undesirable because the

urchasing company cannot specify the desired (minimal) level

f sustainability of the portfolio that is independent from the

haracteristics of the alternatives. In the case of the cost and the

ogistics service, for instance, the purchasing manager can indicate

he maximum budget available and the minimum logistics service

esired. Specifying these values is only meaningful when the coef-

cients do not alter depending on which suppliers are available. In

ddition, if the criteria weights are determined without taking into

ccount the characteristics of the suppliers, the weights can then

e interpreted as importance weights and not as trade-off weights.

f the available suppliers and their characteristics were to have an

mpact on the criteria weights and the overall sustainability scores,

hen the criteria weights could be interpreted as trade-off weights

nd result in a compensatory preference relation between the

riteria. This, however, is undesirable in decision problems with

ustainability considerations, because it implies the possibility of

ffsetting a disadvantage on some criteria by a sufficiently large

dvantage on another criterion. In decision problems with a strong

ocus on sustainability, however, the different aspects of sustain-

bility are deemed critical and not readily substitutable ( Munda,

005 ). Therefore, it is necessary that the weights are interpreted

n the sense of importance weights. 

.2. Case study results 

Even if the results from the case study represent the situation

f only one purchasing situation, they provide some interesting in-

ights. First, high sustainability considerations limit the decision

pace; the minimum purchasing costs increase and the maximum

upply risk and logistics service decrease. This observation is intu-

tive and may be explained by the fact that the number of port-

olios that assure a certain level of sustainability is lower than the

umber of portfolios that are independent from sustainability con-

iderations. Another analysis shows that, in the example case, an

n average 8.556% increase in supplier sustainability is associated

ith an on average 0.3857% increase in cost. This indicates that

here are many supplier portfolios that are (very) good from a sus-

ainability point of view; however, in a situation where sustainabil-

ty is not taken into account, these portfolios are not identified as

ptimal solutions because they are (slightly) outperformed by low-

ustainability portfolios in the cost domain. If, however, a certain

evel of sustainability needs to be achieved, the high-sustainability

ortfolios become part of the optimal solutions. In the example

ase, this leads to a situation in which the increase in sustainability

s, in percentage values, much greater than the increase in costs.

his analysis shows the usefulness of conducting sensitivity analy-

es in order to check whether a higher level in sustainability may

e achieved with a justifiable increase in costs. In addition, analyz-

ng the Pareto front allows identifying those suppliers that should

e included in the purchasing company’s supplier portfolio in any

ase, independent of whether sustainability is important or not. Fi-

ally, the results support us in identifying the ‘critical’ suppliers,

.e., suppliers that are only part of the set of optimal solutions de-

ending on whether sustainability is important or not. 

Concerning the generalizability of these findings, it should be

oted that the goal of the numerical example was to demonstrate

he applicability of the decision support method and to gain in-

ights into the trade-offs between cost, service, risk, and sustain-

bility in the supplier selection process. As the results are based

n a single case, they have to be regarded with suspicion and their

eneralizability requires confirmation through the analysis of more
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cases because the numerical example is certainly not representa-

tive for each purchasing situation. Future studies could apply the

proposed methodology to survey a representative sample of cases

in order to confirm the external validity. 

6. Conclusion 

This article presents a state-of-the-art a posteriori solution

approach based on the visualization of the complete and non-

approximated Pareto front for a multi-objective supplier selection

problem taking into account price, service, risk, and sustainabil-

ity. We extend prior work that mostly focuses on a priori ap-

proaches or on computing incomplete Pareto fronts. The possibil-

ity of considering the entire Pareto front is advantageous for pur-

chasing managers for at least one major reason: they instantly gain

the full picture of all possible optimal supplier portfolios and are

able to compare the different trade-offs of the decision problem

immediately—at least for three criteria/dimensions and the fourth

being fixed to a certain value, as shown in this article. They are

then in a beneficial position when selecting the supplier configu-

ration that best reflects the supply strategy of the purchasing com-

pany. This is in contrast to the decision situation with an a priori

algorithm in which the decision maker has to determine the pref-

erences early in the optimization procedure and obtains one final

solution. The major drawback in the a priori context is the fact that

this stand-alone optimal solution does not allow a comparison be-

tween different solutions without applying the whole optimization

again with other preference parameters. By using the a posteriori

algorithm in the version presented by Hirschberger et al. (2013) for

four criteria, all candidates for optimality are computed at

once. 

In addition, the results of the approach’s application, i.e.,

the derived implications regarding the balancing of sustainability,

might support decision makers reflecting on sustainable suppliers’

pricing strategies. To be precise, the results of the method’s real-
Table A1 

Sustainability assessment of the eight suppliers. 
ife application show that besides reducing the decision space of

ptimal supplier portfolios, sustainability may also affect the op-

imal number of suppliers and generally changes the portfolio re-

arding the sourced suppliers and the respective order shares. Our

esearch is not only relevant for purchasing managers, but also

or other departments. Sales representatives, for example, might

se the outcomes in price negotiations with the customer to jus-

ify sales prices because additional costs may be incurred if sup-

liers that have better sustainability performance charge higher

nit prices as a result of their own higher costs ( Krause et al.,

009 ). 

The proposed procedure consists of the combination of single

modules.’ The modular setup allows decision makers in different

nvironments to replace single modules with different methods

hat fit their specific requirements better. Consequently, future

esearch could focus, among other things, on remodeling sustain-

bility in a different way or substituting the ANP with another

pproach. Additional modules are also possible, such as filtering

he Pareto front by, for example, only displaying solutions fulfilling

 pre-defined set of criteria. Thereby, the decision maker could

xclusively select portfolios with, for example, at least one local

upplier included. Furthermore, to mitigate the risk of short-term

upply disruptions, a dual sourcing strategy may be implemented,

hich would mean selecting one of the many portfolios on the

areto front with at least two suppliers. Besides customizing the

roposed procedure to individual requirements, future research

ould also focus on applying the procedure to different application

reas and deriving company or industry specific conclusions, such

s the specific cost of sustainability. Furthermore, to confirm the

xternal validity, future studies could survey a representative

ample of cases at a subsequent stage. The methodology pre-

ented in this research may aid considerably in designing such an

ffort. 
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Sensitivity analysis for the ANP. 
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